
Year 8 English Judgement Descriptors

Unit Autumn 1:
Shakespeare - Julius

Caesar

Autumn 2:
Gothic Literature

Spring 1:
Non-fiction writing -

Dragon’s Den

Spring 2:
Poetry as Protest

Summer 1
Animal Farm

Summer 2
Social Issues and

Non-fiction Writing

Key skills Inference, retrieval
analysis.

Understanding genre and
creative writing

Purpose, audience,
form of texts.

Inference, retrieval,
analysis

Understand language
and meaning

Purpose, audience, form of
texts; content and

organisation

Mastery Makes deeper and
detailed inferences.
Is able to trace how
rhetoric is used
across an extract.

Writes in a personal
individual way in which
they demonstrate a clear
understanding of the
genre. Will use a variety
of devices in their writing
whilst structuring for
specific effect. May even
subvert elements of the
genre deliberately for
effect.

Writes with excellent
understanding of
tone, register,
audience. Uses a
variety of linguistic
devices and sentence
types  judiciously.
Will craft
deliberately for
effect.

Makes meaningful
deeper inferences on
the devices a writer
uses (language,
structure, tone). Is
able to evaluate
effectively whilst
being able to develop
a coherent argument.

Makes meaningful
deeper inferences on
the devices a writer
uses (language,
structure, tone). Is able
to evaluate effectively
whilst being able to
develop a coherent
argument.

Able to retrieve
information; summarise
and synthesise a writer’s
viewpoint and make
detailed inferences on the
choices made in a
nonfiction text.

Secure Accurately
comments on the
choices a writer
makes identifying
why they have
chosen something.
May say more than
one thing about a
quote.

Confidently applies the
features of the Gothic
genre thinking about
word choice, structure,
and specific devices.

Can confidently
identify the features
of different
non-fiction text
types. Will use a
variety of sentences.
May start to use
overarching
structure to create
effect.

Uses evidence
effectively and
consistently linking in
varieties of subject
terminology - not just
word choice -
comments on
structure and tone.

Confidently comments
on a range of ideas in
unseen texts. Will
regularly use subject
terminology. Begins to
confidently evaluate.

Able to retrieve
information, summarise
general points that are
being made and can
comment on choices made
in a nonfiction text.



Developing Consistently uses
evidence and
comments on the
choices a writer
makes.

Confidently
understands the
features of the Gothic
genre and begins to
apply them to their own
writing.

Understands the
purpose, format, and
audience of different
texts. Begins to use
devices to shape
work. Uses some of
the features of a
different text type.

Uses evidence in
writing. Comments on
the choices a writer
makes. Uses subject
terminology but
needs more depth in
explanations.

Able to retrieve
information as well as
make basic comments
on language and
structure. Will make
attempts at evaluation.

Is able to retrieve elements
of information, attempts to
summarise and attempts to
comment on choices made.

Emerging Begins to identify
how a
character/idea is
presented - may use
evidence but needs
to explain.

Understand the features
of the Gothic genre -
begins to identify
different genres and their
styles.

Writes on topic in
relation to the task.
Some understanding
of how to change
style in relation to a
different format.

Begins to identify why
a writer makes a
certain choice - uses
some subject
terminology.

Can understand and
begins to comment on
the mood and feeling
in  an unseen text. Is
able to retrieve
information.

May be able to retrieve
information but needs
support with summary and
commenting on writer’s
methods.


